ZAO Citibank introduced changes in its Equal Payment Plan

ZAO Citibank, a member of Citigroup, a pre-eminent global financial corporation, introduced changes in its Equal Payment Plan. Now Citibank’s customers may purchase on credit at a reduced interest rate of less than 1% per month in all Citibank’s partner merchants.

A special offer for Citibank cardholders - the Equal Payment Plan - has been in effect for several months already. During this period, the list of Citibank's partner merchants has become much longer and includes 80 retail networks. This program allows to purchase at a reduced interest rate with up to 20% discount in Citibank’s partner merchants.

Now Citibank credit cardholders may make large purchases (starting from RUB1800) on installment on most beneficial terms:

- customers using Citibank credit card may determine the repayment term (from 2 months to 24 months) and monthly installment amount;
- the client is granted a reduced interest rate of 1% per month in all Citibank’s partner merchants (the interest rate on Citibank's credit card for making payments in non-partner merchants makes 1.67% per month. To obtain the benefit the client must call the bank to notify it that the purchase is an Equal Payment Plan transaction.
- the loan repayment term is from 2 months to 2 years;
- Citibank's partner merchants provide to Citibank's clients a discount of up to 20%;
- the loan shall be accessible for 24 hours and may be used for any purposes worldwide;
- the loan may be obtained in-store or through CitiPhone round-the-clock Citibank telephone service at: +7 (495) 775-75-75.